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ABSTRACT: Affinity-based protein profiling has proven to be a
powerful method in target identification of bioactive molecules. Here,
this technology was applied in two photoreactive anticancer inhibitors,
arenobufagin and HM30181. Using UV irradiation, these photo-
reactive reagents can covalently cross-link to target proteins, leading to
a covalent binding with target proteins. Moreover, the cellular on/off
targets of these two molecules, including ATP1A1, MDR1, PARP1,
DDX5, NOP2, RAB6A, and ERGIC1 were first identified by affinity-
based protein profiling and bioimaging approaches. The protein hit,
PARP1, was further validated to be involved in the function of the
anticancer effects.

Photoaffinity labeling (PAL), a powerful tool for in situ
investigation of noncovalent ligand−receptor interactions,

plays an essential role in various areas such as chemical
biology, medicinal chemistry, and structural biology.1−3 The
key feature of this method is that in response to UV irradiation,
a covalent bond is formed between the photo-cross-linker and
residues in the protein receptor. This leads to conversion of
reversible interactions to irreversible interactions. When such a
permanent conversion happens in anticancer agents, it can
prolong drug action and, at the same time, eliminate the
residual activity of unbound inhibitors.4 Common photo-cross-
linkers include diazirine, benzophenone, and arylazide, all of
which have different photo-cross-linking mechanisms.5,6 The
most popular application of PAL is that it is coupled with
quantitative proteomics, also termed affinity-based protein
profiling (AfBP), to identify and characterize the cellular
targets of bioactive molecules. This also enables mapping of
the binding sites of a ligand with receptors, thus facilitating a
better understanding of the underlying mechanisms of action.7

However, one issue with this method is the uncertainty of
photo-cross-linking yield when a photoprobe labels target
proteins in their native environment.8 To alleviate this issue,
we have recently developed a new photo-cross-linker, diary-
ltetrazole, which demonstrates remarkable properties of
improved stability, labeling specificity and efficiency, and a

unique cross-linking mechanism.9−11 In recent years, a suite of
minimalist bioorthorgonal handle-containing photo-cross-link-
ers or linkers has been developed by us for reversible and
irreversible inhibitors, respectively.12−16 These linkers have not
only significantly improved the probe labeling efficiency but
also have enabled simultaneous proteome profiling and
bioimaging studies, thereby providing opportunities for
accurate target identification.
It has been observed that the anticancer molecules

arenobufagin and HM30181 have a photo-cross-linker, α-
pyrone17 and diaryltetrazole,9−11 respectively. Therefore, they
are photoreactive anticancer inhibitors. Arenobufagin,18,19 a
representative bufadienolide, is the major active component in
the traditional Chinese medicine of Chan’su, displaying a
broad spectrum of anticancer activity. Over the years, extensive
efforts have been devoted to understand the mechanism of its
anticancer behavior, but to date, only one potential target,
Na+,K+-ATPase (ATP1A1), has been discovered and still
needs to be further validated.20 This obscure mechanism of
action has become a major problem in the development of
arenobufagin.21 HM30181, a third generation P-gp multidrug
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resistance gene (MDR1) inhibitor,22 is now in clinical trials,
but toxicity and side effects have been observed23 and could be
accounted for by off-target binding. Weissleder et al. have
recently developed a suite of fluorescent probes based on this
molecule for imaging of MDR1 expression and inhibition,24

but the cellular targets are still unknown. In an attempt to
disclose the underlying cellular targets of both of these
anticancer agents, two sets of photoprobes containing an
alkyne handle and a minimalist photo-cross-linker, respectively,
were created for comparison.
Previous structure−activity relationships indicated that

modification of the C-2 hydroxyl group of arenobufagin and
the chromone of HM30181 does not compromise their
bioactivities.25,26 Thus, an alkyne handle and a minimalist
photo-cross-linker were incorporated into amenable sites to
produce the probes AR-1/AR-2 and HM-1/HM-2 (Figure
1A), respectively. The synthesis was accomplished by standard
coupling reactions following previously reported procedures
with yields of ∼50% (Supporting Information, Schemes S1−

S5). During the synthesis of AR-2, a side-product containing
two minimalist photo-cross-linkers (AR-3) was isolated as a
control probe (Scheme S3). To assess whether the
introduction of these linkers affects bioactivities of these
probe molecules, we first evaluated their antiproliferative
activity against the corresponding cancer cells using a CCK8
assay; the parent inhibitors were tested concurrently as positive
controls. As shown in Figure 1B, C, AR-1 and AR-2 showed
comparable inhibition of arenobufagin against both HeLa and
HepG2 cancer cells. In contrast, a weak inhibition was
observed from AR-3, suggesting that the C-14 hydroxyl
group is essential for probe binding. As expected, HM-1 and
HM-2 are capable of displaying a similar potency to HM30181
against common and doxorubicin-resistant HepG2 cells by
targeting MDR1. These results proved that the probes, AR-1/
AR-2 and HM-1/HM-2, largely preserved the bioactivities of
the parent inhibitors.
Next, we carried out chemoproteomics and bioimaging

studies with the probes to evaluate their labeling performance

Figure 1. (A) Structures of arenobufagin, HM30181, and corresponding photoreactive/negative probes (NP). (B) IC50 values of the arenobufagin
and AR-1/-2/-3 against various cancer cells. (C) Activity profiles of HM30181 and HM-1/-2 against doxorubicin-resistant and doxorubicin-
sensitive HepG2 cells. IC50 values were obtained from the treatment of doxorubicin. (D) Concentration-dependent labeling of recombinant MDR1
with HM-1/-2. FL = in-gel fluorescence scanning. CBB = Coomassie gel.
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in both in situ and in vitro settings. First labeling profiles of
recombinant MDR1 with HM-1 and HM-2 were carried out to
test their labeling efficiency in vitro. After incubation of the
probes in various concentrations with different amounts of
protein for 30 min, the mixture was exposed to UV light for 10
min and then conjugated with TAMRA-N3. The proteins
labeled in this way were separated by SDS-PAGE and
visualized by in-gel fluorescence scanning. As shown in Figure
1D, HM-2 is capable of labeling the target protein at a probe
concentration as low as 0.5 μM, whereas HM-1-treated
samples only gave distinct labeling bands at a probe
concentration of 2 μM. Moreover, MDR1 protein at levels as
low as 10 pM can be successfully detected by HM-2 at a 2 μM
probe concentration, but not in HM-1-treated samples,
indicating that the minimalist-linker containing probe, HM-2,
possesses excellent labeling capabilities. Subsequently, labeling
profiles of live cells and cell lysates were performed to assess
the performance of these probes in labeling of complex cellular
proteomes. Upon incubation of AR-1/AR-2 and HM-1/HM-2
with live HeLa and doxorubicin-resistant HepG2 cells for 4 h,
respectively, the cells were irradiated with UV light and then
lysed; the resulting cell lysates were conjugated with TAMRA-
N3, separated by SDS-PAGE, and then visualized. As shown in
Figure 2A and B, AR-2 and HM-2 consistently generated
stronger labeling bands than those of AR-1 and HM-1 in both
live cells and cell lysates, suggesting that AR-2 and HM-2 are
more efficient than AR-1 and HM-1 in labeling the cellular
targets. Interestingly, these in situ profiles were different from
the results of in vitro proteome profiling (Figure 2A and B),
which proved that the probes interact with different sets of
proteins between in live cells and in cell lysates. After a click
reaction with biotin-N3, the labeled proteomes were affinity
purified and validated by pull-down/WB experiments, which
demonstrated that AR-2 and HM-1/2 can successfully label

the known targets, ATP1A1 and MDR1, at concentrations as
low as 100 nM and 5 μM probe concentration, respectively
(Figure 2C). The labeling profiles and pull-down/WB bands
were abolished in the presence of excess parent inhibitors,
demonstrating that the probes successfully labeled the
intended cellular targets of the original inhibitors.
Subsequently, bioimaging experiments were carried out to

assess whether the affinity-based probes can track the cellular
distribution of parent inhibitors. HeLa and doxorubicin-
resistant HepG2 cells were treated with AR-1/AR-2 and
HM-1/HM-2, respectively, and this was followed by UV
irradiation to initiate photo-cross-linking. The cells were then
fixed, permeabilized, and clicked with TAMRA-N3 under
previously established optimal click chemistry conditions,9−16

then they were imaged. Strong fluorescence signals were
observed, located mainly outside of the nucleus in AR-1 and
AR-2 treated cells, and the fluorescence signals of HM-1 and
HM-2 treated cells were located mainly in the cell membrane
(Figure 2D). The fluorescence signals produced from the
probes can cover the fluorescence of target proteins, ATP1A1
and MDR1, generated from immunofluorescence (IF) experi-
ments with the corresponding antibodies (Figure 2D). The
different locations between the probes and corresponding
target proteins were mainly in the cytosol and can be attributed
to the existence of off-targets. Consistent with the trend of
labeling profiles, samples treated with AR-2 or HM-2 gave
stronger fluorescence signals than cells treated with AR-1 or
HM-1, and the fluorescence intensity decreased sharply in the
presence of excess parent inhibitors (arenobufagin or
HM30181, Figure S2, Supporting Information). Control
imaging experiments with negative probe (NP, Figure 1A)
and DMSO under the same conditions gave minimal
background fluorescence compared with probe-treated cells
(Figure S3). Taken together, these competitive labeling

Figure 2. Proteome reactivity profiles of (A) live HeLa cells and cell lysates with AR-1/AR-2, (B) doxorubicin-resistant HepG2 cells, and cell
lysates with HM-1/HM-2, in the presence or absence of corresponding parent inhibitors. (C) Pull-down/WB results for target validation of AR-1/
AR-2 (100 nM) and HM-1/HM-2 (5 μM) in live HeLa and doxorubicin-resistant HepG2 cells, respectively. (D) Live cell imaging of HeLa and
doxorubicin-resistant HepG2 cells with AR-1/AR-2 (2 μM) and HM-1/HM-2 (1 μM), respectively. IF = immunofluorescence. Scale bar = 10 μm.
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profiles and live-cell imaging experiments proved that the
minimalist linker-containing probes, AR-2 and HM-2, are
more efficient than AR-1 and HM-1 in labeling intended
cellular targets.
We proceeded to identify cellular on/off targets of

arenobufagin and HM30181 by large-scale chemoproteomics
experiments. Low probe concentrations (100 nM for AR-1/
AR-2 and 5 μM for HM-1/HM-2) were used to reduce
nonspecific binding and simulate the drug action. Similar to

the procedures described above, SILAC (stable isotope
labeling by amino acids) labeled HeLa and doxorubicin-
resistant HepG2 cells were treated with AR-1/AR-2 and HM-
1/HM-2, respectively, and this was followed by UV irradiation.
Upon cell lysis, the resulting probe-labeled proteomes were
affinity-purified and identified by LC-MS/MS. Control experi-
ments with the probes in the presence of the corresponding
parent inhibitors or with DMSO were carried out concurrently,
and served to distinguish between real targets and background

Figure 3. (A) Quantitative mass spectrometry-based profiling of AR-1/-2 (100 nM) in the presence of excess papent inhibitors (10×), AR =
arenobufagin. (B) Quantitative mass spectrometry-based profiling of HM-1/-2 (5 μM) in the presence of excess papent inhibitors (5×), HM =
HM30181. See Tables S1 and S2 for more complete presentations of the quantitative proteomic data. (C) Heatmap of high-occupancy protein
targets of arenobufagin and HM30181. (D) Extracted MS1 chromatographs for representative peptides of ATP1A1 and MDR1, repectively
(ATP1A1: NVEDLSGGELQR, m/z 658.819; MDR1: IVEIPFNSTNK, m/z 631.336), ATP1A1 and MDR1 shown for AR-1/-2 ± 10×
arenobufagin and HM-1/-2 ± 5× HM30181 competition experiments, respectively. PARP1: GGAAVDPDSGLEHSAHVLEK. NOP2:
NTGVILANDANAER. See Tables S1 and S2 for more complete presentations of the quantitative proteomic data.
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labeling. The identified protein hits were analyzed by
corresponding volcano plots as a log2 of the competition
ratio (probe/probe with excess competitors) against statistical
significance (−log10 p value). Proteins with a p value less than
0.05 and a competition ratio (probe/probe with excess
competitors) greater than 1.5 were considered to be significant
hits. On the basis of these criteria, three protein hits were
identified by AR-1 and AR-2, and four and three protein hits
were produced by HM-1 and HM-2, respectively (Figure 3A,B

and Tables S1 and S2, Supporting Information). Consistent
with the pull-down/WB results (Figure 2C), the known target
of arenobufagin, ATP1A1 (sodium/potassium-transporting
ATPase subunit alpha-1) can only be detected by AR-2
(Figure 3A), but the ABCB1 (MDR1, multidrug resistance
protein 1) was successfully detected from both HM-1 and
HM-2 treated samples (Figure 3B). This further confirmed
that arenobufagin can directly target ATP1A1 in situ.
Interestingly, most of the SILAC ratios produced by AR-2

Figure 4. (A) Target validation of CPNE1, PARP1, DDX21, ABCE1 and NOP2 by pull-down/WB in the presence or absence of parent inhibitors
(100 nM and 5 μM probe concentration for AR-2 and HM-2, respectively). (B) Thermal shift binding assay of arenobufagin with Hela cells and
HM30181 with doxorubicin-resistant HepG2 cells. Olaparib, a known PARP1 inhibitor, was used as a positive control. (C) Pull-down/WB in the
presence or absence of arenobufagin or Olaparib (100 nM probe concentration). (D) Labeling of recombinant PARP1 with AR-1/-2 in the
presence or absence of arenobufagin or Olaparib (2 μM probe concentration). (E) Antiproliferative effects of arenobufagin and Olaparib against
HeLa cells in the presence or absence of siRNA PARP1, cells treated with scrambled siRNA are a negative control (NC). (F) Antiproliferative
effects of arenobufagin and Olaparib against MDA-MB 436 and MCF-7 cells. (G) Arenobufagin and Olaparib increased the levels of γ-H2AX in
MDA-MB 436 cells.
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and HM-2 were higher than those of AR-1 and HM-1 (Figure
3C, Tables S1 and S2), reaffirming that the minimalist linker-
containing probes are more capable than probes with inherent
photo-cross-linkers in labeling cellular targets. In addition to
known targets, several unknown targets of arenobufagin,
including PARP1, RAB6A/6B/39A, and SRI, were also
identified. Among these proteins, PARP1 (Poly [ADP-ribose]
polymerase 1) and RAB6A/6B/39A (Ras-related protein Rab-
6A/6B/39A) were simultaneously detected by both AR-1 and
AR-2, indicating the high reliability of the identification. Rab
proteins serve an important role in endocytosis and
biosynthetic protein transport; it is also a modulator of the
unfolded protein response and implicated in Alzheimer’s
disease.27,28 PARP1 is an attractive anticancer drug target by
anchoring DNA damage.29 The identified off-targets of
HM30181 include NOP2, DDX5, ERGIC1, RAB6A/6B, and
UCDH. NOP2 (probable 28S rRNA (cytosine(4447)-C(5))-
methyltransferase) is associated with cell proliferation.30

ERGC1 (endoplasmic reticulum golgi intermediate compart-
ment 1) is a potential drug target in prostate and gastric
cancer,31,32 and DDX5 (probable ATP-dependent RNA
helicase DDX5) is strongly implicated in the tumorigenesis,
invasiveness, and metastasis, as well as the proliferation of
several cancer types.33 These protein hits might be the reason
underlying the anticancer effects of arenobufagin and
HM30181.
Considering that PARP1 is a well-estabilished target for drug

development, functional validations were further carried out
with olaparib, a potent PARP1 inhibitor, as a positive control.
PARP1 and several protein hits with high SILAC ratios,
including CPNE1, NOP2, DDX21, and ABCE1, were validated
by pull-down/WB and thermal shift binding assay (Figure
4A,B). Binding of arenobufagin induced a larger thermal shift
of PARP1 than olaparib (Figure 4B). The pull-down/WB
bands of PARP1 can be competed away by treatment of excess
olaparib or arenobufagin (Figure 4C); a similar phenomenon
was also observed from the labeling of recombinant PARP1
protein (Figure 4D). These lines of evidence suggest direct
binding between arenobufagin and PARP1 protein. When
knockdown of the PARP1 by siRNA transfection in HeLa cells
occurred, it led to reduced antiproliferative effects (Figure 4E),
indicating that PARP1 is essential for keeping the anticancer
activities of arenobufagin. An antiproliferation assay demon-
strated that arenobufagin displayed remarkably higher
inhibition efficacy toward PARP1 sensitive cells (BRCA1-
deficient MDA-MB 436) than the nomal cancer cells
(BRCA1/2-proficient MCF-7; Figure 4F).34 As shown in
Figure 4G, treatment with arenobufagin at various concen-
trations led to significantly enhanced levels of γ-H2AX, a
molecular marker for DNA double-strand breaks, in MDA-MB
436 cells.35 Taken together, these data prove that PARP1 is a
functional target of arenobufagin.
In conclusion, affinity-based protein profiling was employed

in cellular target identification of photoreactive anticancer
inhibitors arenobufagin and HM30181. A series of previously
known and unknown protein hits from arenobufagin or
HM30181 were identified by a quantitative proteomics
approach. The identified protein hits here provide direct
evidence that arenobufagin directly targets ATP1A1 in situ.
Further functional validations indicate that PARP1 is an off-
target of arenobufagin. These protein hits might be useful clues
for the understanding of drug action and potential toxic effects.
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